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[1] In recent decades, it has been found useful to partition the pelagic environment using
the concept of biogeochemical provinces, or BGCPs, within each of which it is assumed that
environmental conditions are distinguishable and unique at global scale. The boundaries
between provinces respond to features of physical oceanography and, ideally, should follow
seasonal and interannual changes in ocean dynamics. But this ideal has not been fulfilled
except for small regions of the oceans. Moreover, BGCPs have been used only as static
entities having boundaries that were originally established to compute global primary
production. In the present study, a new statistical methodology based on non-parametric
procedures is implemented to capture the environmental characteristics within 56 BGCPs.
Four main environmental parameters (bathymetry, chlorophyll a concentration, surface
temperature, and salinity) are used to infer the spatial distribution of each BGCP over
1997–2007. The resulting dynamic partition allows us to integrate changes in the
distribution of BGCPs at seasonal and interannual timescales, and so introduces the
possibility of detecting spatial shifts in environmental conditions.
Citation: Reygondeau, G., A. Longhurst, E. Martinez, G. Beaugrand, D. Antoine, and O. Maury (2013), Dynamic
biogeochemical provinces in the global ocean, Global Biogeochem. Cycles, 27, 1046–1058, doi:10.1002/gbc.20089.
1. Introduction
[2] The ecological geography of the oceans is not as well
developed as that of the continents, but may be approached
in the same manner. It is a matter of simple observation
that terrestrial ecosystems may be categorized as a small
number of characteristic vegetation types, or biomes, each
associated with a characteristic range of environmental factors
(i.e., environmental envelope): e.g., boreal coniferous forest,
dry savannah, tropical deciduous forest, and arctic/alpine
tundra. A simple scatterplot of mean annual precipitation
against temperature identifies unique and nonoverlapping
areas that represent the characteristic physiological con-
straints of each vegetation type, and leaves vacant those
areas having combinations of temperature and rainfall that
are lethal for plants [Whittaker, 1975]. The more advanced
terrestrial mapping is capable of reproducing very faithfully
the observed equilibrium global distribution of 16 vegetation
types or biomes [Haxeltine and Prentice, 1996].
[3] A comparable approach developed lately for the
oceans, because of the greater difficulty in describing the
distribution of marine species and investigating their charac-
teristic ecology. It is also widely recognized that the principal
difficulty of partitioning the ocean is the dynamic movement
of surface water masses and locations of surface features in
response to atmospheric forcing. Ducklow and Harris
[1993] traced the progressive evolution of an ecological
partition of the upper ocean that was much influenced by
the availability of the whole-ocean chlorophyll imagery from
the CZCS (Coastal Zone Color Scanner, 1978–1986) sensor
[Hovis et al., 1980] and by the requirement to plan the Joint
Global Ocean Flux Study [Scientific Committee on Oceanic
Research, 1990].
[4] In the 1980s, Margalef’s analysis of the influence of
turbulence and nutrients on the typology of the phytoplankton
was much on everyone’s mind [Cullen et al., 2002]. The
analysis by Platt et al. [1991] of the seasonal/regional
surface chlorophyll a concentration ([Chl]) from CZCS data,
together with archived chlorophyll profiles and photosynthesis/
irradiance measurements, led to suggest that a partition of
the ocean into “biogeochemical provinces” might be both
feasible and useful. Using this approach, they offered the
first basin-scale computation of the primary production of
phytoplankton for the North Atlantic.
Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of
this article.
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[5] From this, it was a relatively natural step to perform a
similar analysis at a global scale [Longhurst, 1995;
Sathyendranath et al., 1995]. The seasonal cycle of primary
production in the global ocean was formalized into eight
conceptual models, characteristic of various regions and of
the environmental parameters that influence phytoplankton
growth in each [cf. Sverdrup, 1953; Rosa and Laevastu,
1960]. These eight models were defined according to
(i) polar irradiance-limited production peak, (ii) nutrient-
limited spring bloom, (iii) winter-spring production with
nutrient limitation, (iv) small-amplitude response to trade
wind seasonality, (v) large-amplitude response to monsoon
reversal, and (vi–viii) various responses to topography and
wind stress on continental shelves, including coastal upwelling.
[6] Monthly estimates of [Chl] and mixed layer depth were
obtained from the CZCS algorithm and from the NOAA-
NODC global data set on a 1° grid also informed on the
surface nutrient field, the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, and the
Rossby radius of internal deformation [Longhurst, 1995;
Sathyendranath et al., 1995]. Phytoplankton dynamics were
expressed as photic depth, algal biomass and its rate of
change, and primary production rate and its loss term due
to consumption and sinking [Longhurst, 1995]. Data from
theWorld Ocean Atlas [cf. Levitus, 1982] were used to locate
surface discontinuities, for instance, between permanently
stratified waters at low latitudes and regions where a strong
mixing takes place during winter at high latitudes.
[7] From this analysis, it was concluded that the global
partition would require two levels: four primary biomes
(polar, westerly wind, trade wind, and coastal) that could be
subdivided, logically but subjectively, into 56 smaller
biogeochemical provinces [Longhurst, 1995]. The primary
level is considered to be the equivalent of terrestrial biomes
and is designed to accommodate the major responses of
phytoplankton to external forcing. For ease in computa-
tion, the boundaries of provinces were laid out on a
rectangular grid.
[8] This original biogeochemical partition of the ocean has
been used as a template for a variety of studies ranging from
the flux of organic carbon particles to the seafloor [Honjo
et al., 2008] to the distribution of large pelagic fish
[Corbineau et al., 2008; Fonteneau, 1998; Rouyer et al.,
2008]. Overall, these studies tend to confirm that the average
spatial distribution of processes and species distribution
matches the pattern of the biogeochemical provinces
(BGCPs), suggesting that each province does indeed exhibit
characteristic environmental conditions [Reygondeau et al.,
2012]. Recently, Vichi et al. [2011] showed that each
province was environmentally distinct by using global
observed and modeled environmental data sets rather than
only surface [Chl] data. Thus, the authors suggested that
the BGCP partition appears as an optimal geographical
reference to distinguish the most oceanic characteristic
regions at a global scale [Vichi et al., 2011].
[9] However, the subjective BGCPs are only a preliminary
step toward objectively located boundaries that are required
for operational use of provinces in many applications. Due
to the growing availability of marine observations with a
global- or basin-scale coverage combined with the applica-
tion of multidimensional or exploratory analyses in ecology,
several novel approaches have been developed to partition
the global ocean in the past decades.
[10] Recent biogeographic partitions of the ocean can be
divided into two main groups [International Ocean Colour
Coordinating Group (IOCCG), 2009]: unsupervised and
supervised partitions, to use the standard terminology of
pattern recognition. Unsupervised partition proposes a
partition without any spatial assumption about the oceanic
structure or the environmental type of forcing, using
objective methodologies (e.g., clustering analysis, ordination)
to detect and map important oceanic features (e.g., frontal
structures, and change in the variability of some key
parameters). Several such studies have used remote-sensing
observations to test and detect areas with persistent oceano-
graphic features in the global ocean [Hardman-Mountford
et al., 2008] as characterized by their own dynamics
[Moore et al., 2002; Oliver et al., 2004; Oliver and Irwin,
2008; D’Ortenzio and D’Alcalã, 2009].
[11] Supervised partition bases the partition on a priori
knowledge of the geographical structure of the area. The
main advantage of using a predefined or supervised classifi-
cation in a dynamical approach is to keep a link between
the general description of the oceanographic patterns and
their ecological composition [IOCCG, 2009]. Therefore,
updates of the original partition proposed by recent studies
allow a more realistic refining of the original boundaries by
reproducing the ocean dynamics [Devred et al., 2007;
Forget et al., 2010; Platt and Sathyendranath, 2008; Platt
et al., 2005].
[12] To date, no implementation of the BGCP concept has
captured the influence of changing environmental conditions
on the spatial distribution of the provinces at global scale,
although boundaries between ecological provinces in the
NW Atlantic have been observed to change at the decadal
scale [Devred et al., 2009]. In the present study, a new super-
vised partition based on the Non-Parametric Probabilistic
Ecological Niche Model (NPPEN) [Beaugrand et al., 2011]
is implemented to capture characteristics of 56 BGCPs
using four main environmental parameters (bathymetry,
[Chl], sea surface temperature, and sea surface salinity).
Table 1. Information on the Environmental Data Sets Used in the Study
Data Set Data Units Type Source
Environmental data set Sea surface temperature °C Monthly mean from
September 1997 to December 2007
Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (NOAA)
Sea surface salinity g L1; Monthly climatology World Ocean Database 2005
Chlorophyll a concentration mg m3 Monthly mean from
September 2007 to December 2007
SeaWIFs (NASA)
Bathymetry m Climatology General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans
Biogeochemicalprovince Boundary no unit Climatology Longhurst [2007] (Figure 1a)
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Using nonparametric linkages with environmental factors
inferred from the NPPEN outputs, the probability of occur-
rence, the average latitude, and the average area of each
BGCP are computed for the Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-
view Sensor (SeaWiFS) period (1997–2007) at a monthly
and annual time scale. The inferred dynamic ecological
provinces are presented in this study and, based on the
inferred dynamic biogeography, the spatial changes of
the BGCPs at seasonal and interannual time scales have
been explored.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data
[13] Sea surface temperature (SST), bathymetry, sea sur-
face salinity (SSS), and [Chl] are used in the present work
over the global ocean from 179.5°W to 179.5°E and from
89.5°N to 89.5°N and on a 1° × 1° grid (Table 1).
[14] We used SST because of its cardinal influence on
biogeochemical systems [Brander, 2009]; monthly SST was
extracted from the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) data set (http://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/
PRODUCTS/) [Holben, 1986] for the 1997–2007 time period.
[15] Bathymetry helped principally to distinguish conti-
nental shelf (<200m) from open ocean regions, an important
distinction ecologically, recognized in the global partition of
biomes by Longhurst [1995]. Bathymetry was downloaded
from the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans [Smith
and Sandwell, 1997].
[16] SSS also enables the discrimination of systems such as
subtropical oceanic gyres from regions influenced by river
inflow [Sarmiento and Gruber, 2006]. Because no compre-
hensive and validated global time series of SSS was currently
available, monthly and annual climatologies were taken from
the World Ocean Atlas 2005 [Antonov et al., 2006].
[17] [Chl] was used as a proxy of phytoplankton abun-
dance at a global scale [McClain, 2009; Longhurst, 1995].
We used the standard SeaWiFS 2009.1 reprocessing data
set made available on a monthly grid from September
1997 to December 2007 from NASA at http://oceandata.
sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/ [McClain et al., 2004]. The data set is av-
eraged at a monthly time step from September 1997 to
December 2007 and at a spatial resolution of 1° of latitude
and longitude.
2.2. Methods
[18] Based on the knowledge of the supervised BGCPs
established by Longhurst [2007] (Table 2 and Figure 1) and
the four environmental parameters, we set up a procedure
to examine how distributions of BGCPs fluctuate in space
and time at seasonal and interannual scales. The different
steps are summarized in Figures 1 and 2.
2.2.1. Step 1: Identification of the Environmental
Conditions Within Each Reference BGCP
[19] To allocate appropriate values for the four parameters
discussed above to each biogeochemical province, the spatial
coordinates of each BGCP were first retrieved from the latest
version of the partition of Longhurst [2007] (Figure 1). We
subsequently attributed to each geographical cell a value for
SST and [Chl] for each month of the period ranging from
September 1997 to December 2007 (124months), a value
of SSS for each corresponding month (12months) and a
single value for bathymetry. We thus obtained our 56 refer-
ence matrices (one for each province) named Xn,p (n = 124
months multiplied the number of geographical cells, p = 4
environmental variables).
2.2.2. Step 2: Characterization of the Environmental
Envelope of Each BGCP
[20] The method applied to define the environmental
envelope of each BGCP was based on the Non-Parametric
Table 2. Information on the 56 Biogeochemical Provinces
Identified by Longhurst [2007]a
Province Name Code Biome Ocean
Southwest Atlantic shelves FKLD Coastal Atlantic
Brazilian current coast BRAZ Coastal Atlantic
Benguela current coast BENG Coastal Atlantic
Guinea current coast GUIN Coastal Atlantic
Canary current coast CNRY Coastal Atlantic
Guianas coast GUIA Coastal Atlantic
Northeast Atlantic shelves NECS Coastal Atlantic
Northwest Atlantic shelves NWCS Coastal Atlantic
Atlantic Arctic ARCT Polar Atlantic
Atlantic sub-Arctic SARC Polar Atlantic
South Atlantic gyral SATL Trade wind Atlantic
Eastern tropical Atlantic ETRA Trade wind Atlantic
Western tropical Atlantic WTRA Trade wind Atlantic
Caribbean CARB Trade wind Atlantic
North Atlantic tropical gyral NATR Trade wind Atlantic
Northeast Atlantic subtropical gyral NAST E Westerly Atlantic
Mediterranean Sea MEDI Westerly Atlantic
Northwest Atlantic subtropical gyral NAST W Westerly Atlantic
Gulf Stream GFST Westerly Atlantic
North Atlantic Drift NADR Westerly Atlantic
Humboldt current coast HUMB Coastal Pacific
East Australian coast AUSE Coastal Pacific
Sunda-Arafura shelves SUND Coastal Pacific
China Sea CHIN Coastal Pacific
Central American coast CAMR Coastal Pacific
Alaska coastal downwelling ALSK Coastal Pacific
New Zealand coast NEWZ Coastal Pacific
Coastal Californian current CCAL Coastal Pacific
North Pacific epicontinental sea BERS Polar Pacific
Archipelagic deep basins ARCH Trade wind Pacific
Pacific equatorial divergence PEQD Trade wind Pacific
North Pacific equatorial counter current PNEC Trade wind Pacific
North Pacific Tropical gyre NPTG Trade wind Pacific
California current C(O)CAL Trade wind Pacific
South Pacific gyre SPSG Trade wind Pacific
Western Pacific warm pool WARM Trade wind Pacific
Tasman Sea TASM Westerly Pacific
Kuroshio current KURO Westerly Pacific
Eastern Pacific subarctic gyres PSAE Westerly Pacific
Western Pacific subarctic gyres PSAW Westerly Pacific
North Pacific polar front NPPF Westerly Pacific
Northwest Pacific subtropical NPSW Westerly Pacific
Northeast Pacific subtropical NPSE Westerly Pacific
Eastern India coast EAFR Coastal Indian
Western Australian and Indonesian coast AUSW Coastal Indian
Eastern India coast IND E Coastal Indian
Red Sea, Arabian Gulf REDS Coastal Indian
Western India coast IND W Coastal Indian
Indian South subtropical gyre ISSG Trade wind Indian
Indian monsoon gyre MONS Trade wind Indian
Northwest Arabian Sea upwelling ARAB Westerly Indian
South subtropical convergence SSTC Westerly Antarctic
Subantarctic water ring SANT Westerly Antarctic
Antarctic ANTA Polar Antarctic
Austral polar APLR Polar Antarctic
Boreal polar BPRL Polar Arctic
aName, abbreviation, biome, and ocean of each province are listed.
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Probabilistic Ecological Niche Model (NPPEN) [Beaugrand
et al., 2011]. A prerequisite for the application of the method
consisted in identifying and removing any replicates in the
reference matrices that could bias the NPPEN method
[Beaugrand et al., 2011; Lenoir et al., 2011; Goberville
et al., 2011; Reygondeau and Beaugrand, 2011]. To do so,
we characterized the observation density as a function of
the four environmental parameters considered (SST, [Chl],
SSS, and bathymetry) for each reference matrix Xn,p. Thus,
a four-dimension matrix was built with each dimension cor-
responding to one environmental parameter. Each dimen-
sion was discretized according to a fixed environmental
range and step: Range of SST is considered from 2°C to
32°C and subdivided every 0.5°; SSS was ranging from 0 to
40 and subdivided every 0.2; ranges of bathymetry were fixed
between 0 and 8000m with intervals of 100m and ranges of
[Chl] were fixed from log10 0.001 to 5.0mg m
3 and
subdivided every 0.1 [Campbell, 1995]. To compute the ob-
servation density, the number of observation in the reference
matrix was calculated for each four-dimensional interval.
Only four-dimensional intervals with at least five observa-
tions were retained and then averaged.
[21] We tested the sensitivity of the simplification
procedure of the NPPEN method using several thresholds
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the numerical procedures used in this study (see section 2 for details).
Specific details about step 3 can be retrieved from Figure 2.
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for the discretization of each environmental parameter
(Figure S1 in the supporting information). The required
number of observations was also tested. We found very
similar outcomes, except when choosing one observation
and/or a too wide environmental discretization. Finally, we
selected the minimum number of observations and the
thresholds used for the environmental discretization as a
compromise between a too elevated variance in the reference
matrix (especially when only one value or a too wide
discretization was chosen) and too many missing data in
the matrix (when the minimum number of observations was
too high).
[22] Each of the 56 simplified reference matrices
(i.e., Xsimn,p) were then modeled by the NPPEN. This
statistical method tests the probability that random observa-
tion x characterized by four environmental parameters
belongs to a simplified reference matrix, Xsimn,p. The NPPEN
uses the generalized Mahalanobis distance [Mahalanobis,
1936] that enables the correlation between variables to be
taken into account [Ibañez, 1981]:
D2x;X ¼ x E
 
′R1 x E ; (1)
with x the vector of length p representing the values of the
four environmental parameters to be tested, Rp,p the correla-
tion matrix of the simplified reference matrix Xsimn,p, and
E the average environmental parameter inferred from
Xsimn,p. The procedure is based on a simplified version of
the multiple response permutation procedure [Mielke et al.,
1981], which was described in Beaugrand and Helaouët
[2008] and in Lenoir et al. [2011]. The calculation of the
Mahalanobis generalized distance and its probability was
repeated m times, with m the number of observations x to
be tested. The NPPEN produces the probability to find the
environmental envelope of a province as a function of our
four parameters (SST, SSS, [Chl], and bathymetry). Further
Figure 2. (a) Distance (degree of arc length) from the boundary of the province NADR. (b) Map of the
raw probability of the province NADR. (c) Mean probability of the province NADR per degree of arc
length for the north orientation. (d) Simplified Moran index for each step of degree of arc length using
the probability of the NADR in the north orientation. (e) Map of the spatial distribution of the resulting
probability of the province NADR.
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information on the rationale and the mathematics of NPPEN
can be found in Beaugrand et al. [2011].
2.2.3. Step 3: Mean Spatial Distribution of Probability
of Occurrence to BGCPs
[23] Considering a reference BGCP (the NADR province for
instance in Figure 2a), we obtained from step 2 a map of the
probability to belong to this reference province (Figure 2b).
As shown on Figure 2b, a high probability to belong to this
reference province can also appear in similar oceanic environ-
ment, i.e., in opposite hemisphere or different oceanic basins.
As our focus is based on the BGCPs of Longhurst [2007], we
retained only those geographical cells that were both environ-
mentally and spatially autocorrelated to this original division.
To remove the geographical cells with high environmental
similarity but located in other basins or/and in the other
hemisphere, we implemented a procedure that is based on
Moran’s I index [Legendre and Legendre, 1998]. We however
simplified the procedure by fixing all spatial weights to 1. All
steps of the procedure are summarized on Figure 2.
[24] First, we calculated the barycenter of each BGCP.
Then, we calculated the distance between the barycenter of
each province and all other geographical cells, considering
the geographical coordinates and the ellipsoid of the Earth
using the Matlab mapping toolbox © in degree of arc length
(Figure 2a). The angle between each geographical cell
and the barycenter of the province was calculated. Then,
each probability (Figure 2b) was attributed to a given
direction (Figure 2c). Eight directions were possible: N,
NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, and NW. Finally in each direction,
we calculated the simplified Moran’s I index. We only
retained geographical cells that were significantly corre-
lated with the barycenter of the province (Figure 2d) using
a threshold of probability of the autocorrelation of 0.05
[Legendre and Legendre, 1998; Dormann et al., 2007].
All geographical cells of the province as originally defined
by Longhurst [2007] were retained (Figure 2e).
2.2.4. Step 4: Seasonal and Interannual Changes in the
Spatial Distribution of BGCPs
[25] To map the spatial variability of the BGCPs, environ-
mental conditions were time averaged for each geographical
cell and for the following time periods: (1) annual mean from
January 1998 to 2007 (Figure 3), (2) monthly mean from
January 1998 to December 2007 (Figure 4 and Animation
S1), and (3) El Niño (from September 1997 to April 1998)
and La Niña (June 1998 to March 2001) events (Figures 7a
and 7b). We also considered (4) the monthly time series from
September 1997 to December 2007. The spatial distribution
of the 56 BGCPs was computed and mapped according to
these four time conditions. Then, for each geographic cell,
only the province with the maximal probability was retained,
thereby providing a general distribution of the 56 BGCPs.
However, for a given geographic cell and at a given time,
the values of the four environmental parameters were needed
to retrieve the probability to belong to BGCPs. If at least one
parameter was missing (e.g., due to cloud density or ice
cover), the geographical cell was not considered by our
procedure and no probability values were attributed.
2.3. Definition and Temporal Survey of the Spatial
Characteristics of the BGCPs
[26] To characterize the spatial variability of each BGCP,
three estimators were computed: mean latitude and longitude
of the centroid, and the total area of the BGCPs. These three
parameters were calculated for BGCPs derived from environ-
mental conditions yearly and monthly averaged (see 1 and 2
in the previous paragraph). The mean latitude, longitude, and
area of each BGCP were calculated using the geographic
statistic of the Matlab® mapping toolbox. To quantify the
seasonal spatial variation of each BGCP, boxplots of the
mean latitude and longitude and the coefficient of variation
of the area are drawn in Figure 5.
[27] To evaluate how the probabilities of a geographical
cell to belong to BGCPs can vary in time and overlap with
adjacent provinces, an index of stability was computed over
the probability of each of the BGCPs using the monthly time
series from January 1998 to December 2007 (Figure 6). We
used the Simpson dominance index [Beaugrand and
Edwards, 2001]. The higher the index, the more stable the
geographical cell was in time. Therefore, low values of
the index revealed areas of high spatiotemporal changes in
the environmental conditions and conversely.
2.4. BGCPs Variability Under Normal, La Niña, and El
Niño Conditions
[28] Here we examined the influence of El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) events on the spatial distribution of the
BGCPs. The influence of interannual physical variability on
oceanic biogeography was investigated by comparing the
spatial distribution of provinces during El Niño and La
Niña events and normal conditions. To do this, time series
of the extratropical Northern Oscillation Index (NOI) was
used to identify the different climatic conditions from
September 1997 to December 2007. NOI was selected
because it well reflects interannual changes in the climatic
Figure 3. Biogeography of the global ocean (i.e., biogeo-
chemical provinces) proposed by (a) Longhurst [2007] and
(b) calculated in this study for the average period from
January 1998 to December 2007.
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regime of both equatorial and extratropical areas of the
Pacific Ocean [Schwing et al., 2002].
[29] Months were allocated to El Niño events if the NOI
was below an empirical threshold of 1.25 (31months), to
La Niña events above a threshold of +1.25 (40months),
and to normal conditions when the value was between these
two thresholds (53months). The thresholds were fixed by
confronting the index variation to the well-identified 1997/
1998 El Niño and 1998/1999 La Niña events. The spatial
variations of BGCPs undergone during the strongest
El Niño (September 1997 to April 1998) and La Niña events
(June 1998 to March 2001) over 1997–2007 were mapped on
Figures 7a and 7b, respectively. Furthermore, comparisons
between El Niño, La Niña and normal conditions that have
occurred over the whole time period (1997–2007) were
performed using a t test on the probability of occurrence.
The statistical procedure was performed by comparing for
each geographical cell the probabilities of occurrence
between two different climatic events (with at least five
observations per climatic events and geographical cell).
Then, p values showing significant differences between
the two tested climatic events (p value ≤ 0.05) were
Figure 4. Monthly climatology of the spatial distribution of the biogeochemical provinces computed for
the period from September 1997 to December 2007.
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mapped. We performed three comparisons: (i) El Niño
versus normal conditions (Figure 7c), (ii) La Niña versus
normal conditions (Figure 7d), and (iii) El Niño versus
La Niña (Figure 7e).
3. Results
3.1. A Dynamic Revision of the Longhurst Partition of
the Global Ocean
[30] The spatial distribution of the 56 BGCPs that we
obtained from January 1998 to December 2007 (Figure 3b)
was close to the partition proposed by Longhurst [2007]
(Figure 3a). This result was expected as Longhurst BGCPs
served as a baseline to construct ours.
[31] However, our technique enabled here a better
delineation of the boundaries of the provinces according
to environmental gradients and oceanographic features.
Indeed, spatial distributions of some BGCPs in the
continental biome (BRAZ, CAMR, CCAL, INDE, SUND,
NWCS, or NECS) showed a better demarcation of the
bathymetric gradient that divided open sea and continental
shelf areas around 200m [Longhurst, 1995]. An improved
identification of some specific oceanographic features also
appeared such as in equatorial upwelling regions (ETRA,
PEQD, and ARAB), subtropical gyre systems (NAST,
ISSG, and NPTG), and well-known currents such as
the Algulhas (EAFR), the Gulf Stream (GFST), or the
Kuroshio (KURO) currents [Tomczak and Godfrey,
2003]. In the polar and westerly wind biomes, variations
in the spatial distribution of some BGCPs (SSTC, ANTA,
SANT, and BPRL) better identified the latitudinal
temperature-primary productivity than in the original BGCPs,
because our results are driven by environmental parameters.
3.2. Seasonal Changes in the Spatial Distribution
of BGCPs
[32] The main seasonal spatial movement of the 56 BGCPs
was related to the meridional seasonal variability of the
incoming solar irradiance in extratropical regions, combined
with seasonal changes in stratification (Figure 4 and
Animation S1). The mean latitude of BGCPs moved
poleward during boreal summer and spring, and equator-
ward during winter and autumn of their respective
Figure 5. Boxplot of the seasonal variation of the (top row) mean latitude (decimal degree), (middle row)
mean longitude (decimal degree), and (bottom row) coefficient of variation of the area (km2) of the 56
biogeochemical provinces according to the monthly climatology (Figure 4).
Figure 6. Map of the seasonal overlap between the 56
BGCPs computed using the Simpson index. The higher the
index, the more stable the pixel is in time. Therefore, low
values of the index reveal variable regions in term of their
province composition and belonging.
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hemispheres. This latitudinal seasonal displacement re-
vealed that provinces with the highest seasonal movements
were located north of 30° in latitude and mostly belonged to
the westerlies wind and polar biomes (Figure 4 and
Animation S1). The latitudinal displacements of the BGCPs
ranged between 3° for tropical provinces and up to 18° in polar
provinces (Figure 5, top row).
[33] Longitudinal seasonal changes in the spatial distribu-
tion reached up to 27° of longitude (Figure 5, middle row).
This spatial change can firstly be attributed to a lag time
between the periods of high biological productivity (bloom
period). Then, the longitudinal movement of the provinces
can be attributed for instance to seasonal displacements of
surface water masses as for the jet streams (Gulf Stream
and Kuroshio) or to atmospheric events (monsoon affecting
the whole Indian Ocean) (Figure 4 and Animation S1).
[34] Both longitudinal and latitudinal movements induced
seasonal variations in BGCP areas (Figure 5, bottom row).
Tropical provinces exhibited a summer expansion of their
areas when adjacent westerlies provinces moved poleward.
The westerlies provinces expanded between middle of spring
to end of summer (of their respective hemisphere) due to
highest latitudinal shift of their northern boundaries than
their southern boundaries (Figures 4 and 6 and Animation
S1). Simultaneously, areas of polar provinces decreased,
especially in the Northern Hemisphere. Then, during autumn
and winter, areas of polar provinces expanded while they
contracted in westerlies provinces. However, the lack of
remote-sensing observations due to high cloud coverage
during wintertime can limit the detection of the mean latitude
and longitude of the centroid and the total area of the BGCPs
in polar and high latitude westerlies provinces, and results
need to be considered with caution.
[35] Finally, a Simpson index was used to examine
simultaneously the time variability and the overlap between
the probabilities of occurrence of the 56 BGCPs (Figure 6).
The Southern Ocean exhibited an index value from 50 to
70% between the Antarctic coasts and the polar front
(60°S). This high value reflected a low seasonal variability
and a low overlap between the probabilities of occurrence
of the regional BGCPs. This can be mainly attributed to the
lack of remote-sensing observations during more than half
of the year and consequently to a time variability not
accurately represented. Offshore the Queen Maud Land, the
most stable area of the Southern Ocean appeared (Figure 6
and Animation S1). The area between the polar front and
the subtropical front exhibited a low index (from 0 to 30%),
showing an important overlap between the probabilities
of occurrence of the BGCPs and a high seasonality
(Animation S1).
Figure 7. (a) Biogeography of the global ocean for the 1997/1998 El Niño event (September 1997 to
April 1998). (b) Biogeography of the global ocean for 1998/2001 La Niña event (July 1998 to March
2001). (c) Map of the significant change (p value ≤ 0.05) in the probability of occurrence between
El Niño months and normal conditions. (d) Map of the significant change (p value ≤ 0.05) in the
probability of occurrence between La Niña months and normal conditions. (e) Map of the significant
change (p-value ≤ 0.05) in the probability of occurrence between El Niño months and La Niña
months. The extratropical Northern Oscillation Index was used to detect the El Niño, La Niña,
and normal conditions.
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[36] The Arctic Ocean also exhibited high index values in
high latitudes that can be attributed to a lack of observation
and ice cover. Variations of the index occurred in the
Barents, Laptev, and Kara Seas with an index value be-
tween 0 and 40% (Figure 6). Furthermore, all the well-
known frontal dynamical areas were detected in each of
the ocean basins and exhibited a Simpson index value
smaller than 50% such as along the oceanic polar front,
along the subtropical convergence area of the Atlantic
Ocean, along the northern and southern polar fronts,
the Sitka Front in the Pacific Ocean, and in the subtrop-
ical convergence area of the Indian Ocean, located be-
tween the provinces MONS and ISSG (Figure 4 and
Animation S1).
[37] Low index value (e.g., highly variable areas) was
detected in the trade wind biomes as in the convergence
zone between the warm pool (WARM) and the eastern
equatorial provinces, along the frontal structure between
the Humboldt upwelling and the oceanic area, the
Mozambique channel, the cyclonic front of the Zanzibar
current, the Sunda-Arafura Sea and the Agulhas Current
in the Indian Ocean, the Atlantic Counter Current, and
the oceanic polar front (Figure 6). Stable areas (high index
value) were mainly located in the core of the subtropical
gyres, along the continental shelves and in the Arabian
and Mediterranean Seas (Figure 6). The North East
Atlantic Subtropical regions (i.e., NASTE) exhibit a low
index value compared to other subtropical gyres and hence
is more comparable to a boundary current region of
the ocean.
3.3. BGCP Variability During El Niño
and La Niña Events
[38] The effect of climatic events on our partition of
the global ocean was investigated by comparing the prob-
ability of occurrence of each BGCP during El Niño and
La Niña events and normal conditions. El Niño 1997/
1998 and La Niña 1998/2001 were mapped to visualize
the changes in the spatial distribution of the BGCPs oc-
curring during these specific events (Figures 7a and 7b).
Then, the probability of occurrence between the different
events has been investigated over 1997–2007 (Figures 7c
and 7d).
[39] During El Niño events (Figures 7a and 7c), the
Pacific Ocean was the basin most affected with an eastward
extended warm pool (WARM), while areas of the eastern
equatorial Pacific provinces (PNEC and PEQD) and the
Pacific archipelagic deep basin provinces (ARCH) were
much reduced (Table S1). In addition, the adjacent gyre
provinces (SPSG and NPTG) expanded their boundaries
to the equator, thus decreasing the surface of the PNEC
and PEQD provinces as well as those of the upwelling
provinces (e.g., CCAL or HUMB). The Indonesian conti-
nental shelf was affected by El Niño events by a change
in its probability of occurrence due to the incursion of the
WARM province into the Arafura Sea (Figure 7c). In the
eastern Indian Ocean, the warm provinces MONS and
AUSW increased their area southward and northward,
respectively, whereas the Arabian Sea and the Indian
Ocean subtropical gyre provinces (respectively in the
northwest and south of the Indian Ocean) contracted.
[40] La Niña events mainly affected the Pacific Ocean with
an expansion of the areas in equatorial provinces (PNEC and
PEQD) as well as in the Humboldt and the archipelagic
ecosystems provinces (HUMB and ARCH) and a reduction
of the area of their adjacent provinces (SPSG, WARM,
NPTG, and CAMR) (Figure 7b and Table S1). The subpolar
Pacific and Northern westerlies provinces also exhibited
important changes in their probability of occurrence, thus
modifying the average spatial distribution of the boundaries
in the basin (Figure 7d). The Kuroshio ecosystem province
area increased eastward (Table S1), displacing the North
Pacific Subtropical Province (NPSE) to the south. In
contrast, the biogeography in the Indian and Atlantic
Oceans changed slightly to the La Niña events. Meanwhile,
polar and westerly wind biomes of the Southern Ocean
showed a wide latitudinal change in their spatial distribution
leading to the contraction of the polar provinces.
4. Discussion
[41] Over the last decades, several types of partitions of
the oceanic domain have been proposed, each attempting
to identify unique marine ecological units (biotopes and
biocenoses) such as Large Marine Ecosystems [Sherman,
2005] or Marine Ecoregions of the World [Spalding et al.,
2007]. The partition into 56 biogeochemical provinces
proposed by Longhurst [2007] has been widely used as a
geographical reference for ecological studies and provides
an ecological/environmental partition that encompasses both
continental shelves and open oceans [Vichi et al., 2011].
[42] However, the static boundaries of the BGCP partition
have been criticized because they do not respond to the
temporal dynamics of the ocean over longer than annual time
periods [Pauly et al., 2000]. In its original form, each BGCP
was described as an ecological partition of the global
ocean, based on definable and observable boundaries that
encompassed regions each having characteristic cycles of
primary production that could be accommodated within just
four types of biomes. The results presented here are highly
dependent on the reliability of the division proposed by
Longhurst [2007] as any other supervised oceanic partitions.
However, by characterizing the environmental envelope
of each BGCP, our procedure (Figure 1) enabled us to
quantify the heterogeneity of each province according to
a selected data set at a global scale and allowed the static
partition to become more dynamic in space and time
(Figures 3, 4, and 7).
[43] Our procedure captured the seasonal changes in the
locations of the provinces (Figure 4 and Animation S1)
already reported in literature [Devred et al., 2007; IOCCG,
2009; Vantrepotte and Mélin, 2010], with a stronger season-
ality in high latitudes (Figure 5). Provinces belonging to trade
wind biomes (<30° of latitude), especially in the subtropical
gyres, extended during summer and contracted during winter,
as shown in previous works [Irwin and Oliver, 2009; Polovina
et al., 2008]. Provinces belonging to the westerly wind biomes
moved poleward during summer and equatorward during
winter in phase with SST seasonal variability. Longitudinal
variation caused by climatic events (e.g., monsoon events),
tropical upwelling, or change in the surface currents was also
captured by the methodology. Nonetheless, due to the size of
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the provinces and the rough resolution of the environmental
data sets (i.e., 1° longitudes × 1° latitudes), seasonal mesoscale
features such as eddies or current meanders were not detected
by the present procedure [Devred et al., 2007; Oliver and
Irwin, 2008].
[44] The seasonal movement of the 56 BGCPs was also
summarized using the Simpson index for the period from
September 1997 to December 2007 (Figure 6). The index
helped to illustrate the biogeographical stability of each
geographical cell and to identify the two base components
of BGCPs. Regions with low Simpson index correspond to
highly variable environmental areas such as seasonal extent
of BGCPs. Regions with high values of the index are attrib-
uted to the same environmental envelope throughout time
and are here defined as BGCP’s core areas. Seasonal extents
of the BGCPs are of major importance for global and
regional ecological and biogeochemical processes as they
provide a bridge for the exchange of particulate and
dissolved matter between provinces. According to the
latitudinal coefficient of variation of the index (Figure 6b),
BGCPs with a higher proportion of seasonal extent are
mainly retrieved in frontal structure areas (SANT, SSTC,
and NPTG) or in province defined by specific currents
(GFST and KURO). Conversely, areas characterized by a
higher proportion of core regions are mainly located in
subtropical and polar gyres at the exception of the North
Atlantic subtropical province as Vichi et al. [2011] already
observed. These regions represent areas where climate
fluctuations are not expected to alter the characteristic
environmental conditions of the BGCP.
[45] Previous studies have shown significant changes of
environmental conditions during ENSO events [Cobb et al.,
2003; Tomczak and Godfrey, 2003] that are assumed to
reorganize the ecological partition of the Pacific and Indian
Oceans [Longhurst, 2007]. Here we investigated the effects
of El Niño (Figures 7a and 7c) and La Niña (Figures 7b
and 7d) events on our BGCP distribution. Our results reveal
that changes in environmental conditions drive spatial
reorganization of the BGCPs during ENSO events at a basin
scale. Due to the important time lag in the atmospheric
teleconnection allowing ENSO events to affect the global
ocean, the use of the present methodology did not enable
us to detect changes in other oceans, which would be
attributable to ENSO events.
[46] During El Niño events, the observed expansion of the
trade wind provinces (WARM, MONS, ISSG, NPTG, and
SPSG) may be attributed to the eastward inflow of warm
waters in the tropical Pacific [Cobb et al., 2003; Meyers
et al., 2007]. This eastward advection is mainly driven by a
weakening of the easterlies along the equatorial belt and
induces shallower thermocline in the west and deeper
thermocline in the east. These changes in the thermocline
depth influence the input of nutrient to the surface and thus
productivity [Messié and Chavez, 2012; Radenac et al.,
2012]. The opposite patterns are observed during La Niña
events. These modifications of the environmental conditions
are well captured by the present methodology using only two
parameters informed in time (i.e., monthly SST and monthly
[Chl]) that introduce a spatial modification of BGCP distribu-
tion during ENSO events. A future task to better investigate
the effect of ENSO on the global distribution of BGCPs
would be to introduce new environmental parameters as
winds and/or sea level anomaly (as an indicator of the
thermocline depth) derived from remote sensing. Based on
this adjustment of the method, we should be able to test the
sensitivity of the different parameters in the modeling of
BGCPs under ENSO conditions.
[47] Environmental envelopes of each BGCP are inferred
from reference matrix (see step 2 in section 2) and are linked
to a given range of values for each environmental parameter
observed within the BGCP. Changes in the distribution of
each BGCP (movement, expansion, or contraction) are
thereby driven by temporal fluctuations of environmental
gradients (i.e., SST, SSS, or [Chl]). Spatial modifications of
the location of the BGCPs differ from average seasonal
variations quantified in this study (Figure 5 and Table S1).
Interestingly, each geographical cell of the Pacific and
Indian Oceans was attributed to a given existent BGCP dur-
ing ENSO period. This result reveals that the environment
values during extreme climatic events still ranged into the
interval of variation of BGCPs and that no unobserved
quadruplet of environmental values exists during this
period (e.g., no BGCP attributed). This persistence of
BGCPs during ENSO events indicates that the four-
dimensional interval of environmental variation defining
the environmental envelope could be interpreted as the
domain of resilience of each BGCP to climatic variability
[Hughes et al., 2005] within which BGCPs maintain their
environmental characteristics.
[48] The biogeographical methodology proposed in this
study belongs to supervised dynamic biogeography as
described by the IOCCG [2009] (cf. section 1) and uses
BGCPs as a geographical reference to model the environ-
mental envelopes using the NPPEN methodology.
However, it differs from previous supervised partitions
[Devred et al., 2007; Forget et al., 2010; Platt et al.,
2005] because we assumed that each province has a
characteristic environmental envelope as suggested by
Vichi et al. [2011]. Here environmental envelopes of each
BGCP were characterized using four parameters and delib-
erately spatially constrained as they aim at approximating
the original description that referred to many more
ecological parameters. Indeed, several nonquantitative
expert knowledge extracted from published ecological and
oceanographic studies were used during the identification
and in the delineation of BGCPS and their boundaries
[Longhurst, 2007]. This expert knowledge information
(qualitative or expert observations) can thus be hardly
quantified by the present statistical methodology.
[49] The visual comparison between our BGCPs and other
supervised partitions [Devred et al., 2007; IOCCG, 2009]
shows a global similarity in the spatial distribution and
temporal changes of the provinces. Differences with other
more objective unsupervised partitions [IOCCG, 2009;
Moore et al., 2002; Oliver and Irwin, 2008] can be directly
attributed to the environmental or bio-optical parameters
chosen to perform the classification or to the difference of
methodology. Indeed, the present NPPEN methodology
(i.e., probability of occurrence of a given province) is
philosophically closer to a fuzzy logic approach [Moore
et al., 2002] as both approaches rely on the hypothesis that
a given geographical cell can belong to different BGCPs
[Matheron, 1962; Zadeh, 1965]. The comparison with the
“objective ocean province” proposed by Oliver and Irwin
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[2008] has revealed a good correspondence despite the
higher number of clusters found by the authors. However,
these authors were interested in capturing the main
mesoscale features (e.g., eddies and current meander) and
macroscale features (frontal structure and currents) at a
global resolution, whereas our procedure was designed to
describe larger spatial features on a wider spatial grid.
[50] Each partition of the ocean that has been proposed in
recent decades aimed to delineate the main oceanographical
or marine ecological patterns and discontinuities to provide
a geographical framework of marine ecosystems or biogeo-
chemical units for ecological studies or management
purposes [IOCCG, 2009]. In recent years, the increasing
amount of observations on both environmental conditions
and biological composition of the ocean provided by remote
sensing and the constant effort of oceanographic institutes
(oceanographic cruises and development of remote or in situ
time series) have enabled us to monitor and investigate
marine ecosystems at a daily and fine-scale resolution
[Chassot et al., 2011]. The massive amount of observations
available for this study and others [Oliver and Irwin, 2008;
Devred et al., 2007; Moore et al., 2002; Spalding et al.,
2007] has upgraded historical biogeography and provided a
more realistic picture of marine ecosystems by refining
boundaries and/or by incorporating macroscale/mesoscale
ocean dynamics. In this study, we have quantified the
environmental envelopes of each BGCP and confirmed their
consistency through time and space by quantifying their
movements at a seasonal and an interannual time scale.
Furthermore, we have identified the distribution of the
persistent environmental condition of each province
previously quantified by Vichi et al. [2011] as well as their
seasonal extents and overlaps. In the context of development
of ecosystemic approaches for biodiversity and fisheries
management and conservation, such modern supervised
global distribution of biogeochemical province may be used
as a spatial template to monitor, study, and forecast the
ecosystem composition and dynamics at each trophic level.
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